This paper describes a new method for language modelling and reports its application to handwritten OCR. Images of characters are rst chain-coded to convert them to strings. A novel language modelling method is then applied to build a statistical model for strings of each class.
INTRODUCTION
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The next Section discusses language modelling and grammatical inference to place the new method in some perspective. Section 3 describes n-tuple recognition techniques, and gives algorithms for performing training and classi cation using the standard n-tuple method. Section 4 extends the n-tuple concept to the scanning n-tuple (sn-tuple) and shows how it can perform statistical language modelling.
Algorithms are given for training and classi cation with the sn-tuple. Section 5 discusses the chain-coding process used to map images into strings. Section 6 reports extensive results comparing the performance of the standard n-tuple versus the sn-tuple, and Section 7 concludes.
Language Modelling and Grammatical Inference
In all but the most trivial applications of syntactic pattern recognition, it is necessary to learn some kind of model of the data, rather than manually pre-program a model. Generally, this is a process of language modelling. One of the most elegant forms of language model is a formal grammar, for example, a regular or context-free grammar. A formal grammar is simply a set of rewrite rules that specify how one string of symbols may be rewritten as another string. For most classes of grammar it is possible to formulate stochastic versions, where each rule is given a probability of ring, and using a stochastic parser it is possible to compute the probability that a given string was generated by a given grammar. While stochastic regular grammars are basically equivalent to hidden Markov models (HMM), the alternative perspectives have lead to the development of di erent training algorithms for each type of system. It is most common to x the structure of an HMM in advance and use a stochastic re-estimation procedure to estimate the parameters of the model 3].
Grammatical inference algorithms, however, often learn both the structure of the model (set of rewrite rules) and the model parameters (rule probabilities) 4, 5] , as well as the case of just estimating the rule probabilities 6, 7] . The application of language modelling to pattern recognition is a very active eld of research, and language models are currently being used in the design of OCR systems at the character recognition level 8], for whole word recognition 9] and for linguistic post-processing 10].
There are other kinds of language model that are not equivalent to any kind of grammar, such as multi-layer perceptron neural networks. Most generally then, the process is known as language modelling, but if the model is a grammar then we may more speci cally call the learning process grammatical inference. Note that if we are using a grammatical model, then we have the bene t of being able to use the trained models generatively, to gain an idea of the kind of patterns that the grammar can represent.
Given a sample of a language, the aim of the language modelling phase is to estimate a model to describe (and generalise) the training set. In pattern recognition, we normally consider patterns of a given class to de ne their own language. A language is a set of strings, where each string is a sequence of symbols drawn from a nite alphabet of size = j j.
The alphabet is assumed to be common to patterns of all classes.
, the free monoid, is the set of all possible strings of symbols drawn from the alphabet . Denote the set of strings belonging to class c as the language L c , where L c 2 P( ) and P denotes the powerset. Assume that we have a sample of strings of each class that are genuine examples of that class. This is called a positive sample, and for class c we denote The function f infer for inferring a language model may be seen as a mapping from a language sample to a set of model parameters, which for the ith class we denote as M i . The 4 inference function performs the following mapping: f infer : P( ) ! P(M) (1) An algorithm must be used in conjunction with the model to determine the language de ned by that model which we denote L(M i ).. Strictly speaking, if the model is grammar based this process of determining language membership is known as parsing if a structured representation of the input is produced during the process, or recognition if the only output is a yes/no decision. Irrespective of these strict conditions, we will refer to this as the parsing function f parse , which is a function of the model parameters M and the input string under test whose output is true (1) or false (0) as shown below:
From this we may make a number of observations. First, note that if the true class languages are non-overlapping, we could achieve 100% recognition accuracy if we could accurately estimate the models. The inferred models normally cover the training samples i.e. It is worth remarking that there are several negative results regarding the types of grammatical model that we may infer from language samples 11, 12, 13] . However, these arguments are depressing only if we are aiming for a perfect model of each language, since they
show that obtaining such a model is an NP hard problem even for relatively simple cases.
In practice, we are content to settle for a model that works well, even though it may not be the absolute optimal model.
For pattern recognition purposes it is generally more appropriate to have a`soft' language model, where each possible string over the alphabet has a degree of membership with respect to each class model M c , rather than just a binary classi cation of`is a member' or`is not a member'. The parsing function now has a continuous valued output:
f parse : P(M) ! fxj0:0 x 1:0g
In this case, instead of attempting to make a categorical distinction between pattern classes, the aim is to infer a statistical language model of each class. Then, recognition proceeds by computing the probability that each model generated the unknown pattern, and assigning the pattern to the class whose model has the highest probability of generating it. Under this scheme, every possible string s 2 now has a probability between zero and one of belonging to a given language. If the language model is properly probabilistic then P s P(s) = 1; s 2 . This requirement is actually unnecessarily strict in practice, and the sn-tuple model described below does not conform, but is still powerful and useful.
The main improvement o ered by the sn-tuple compared with conventional n-gram statistical language modelling methods 1, 14, 15] is to use non-consecutive o sets, and to use more than one sn-tuple. Note that the sn-tuple method infers a model that is probably equivalent to a stochastic regular grammar (it is easy to prove for a single consecutive sn-tuple, but more di cult for a system of several non-consecutive sn-tuples), but the important contribution of this paper is to o er a language modelling method that is extremely fast both during inference and recognition. 
These addresses are used to access memory elements, where there is a memory n cj for each class c in the set of all classes C and n-tuple mapping n j . We denote the value at location b in memory n cj as n cj b]. The set of all memory values for all the n-tuple mappings for a given class we denote M c , the model for a given class. The size of the address space of each memory n cj is n . In standard n-tuple systems, each address location accesses a single bit of information. The complete algorithm for training a standard n-tuple classi er is given in Table 1 , and the recognition algorithm is given in Table 2 . X is the complete set of training patterns while the subset of patterns of class c is denoted as X c and x ci is the ith pattern in the cth class.
Training is performed by adjusting the values stored at each address for each pattern in each class, where all values are initially set to zero. When an address b j (x) is accessed by a pattern x of class c under mapping n j then n cj b j (x)] is set to one.
For recognition the total output for each class is simply the sum of the outputs for each n-tuple in that class as shown in the fourth line of Step 2 in Table 2 :
and the pattern is assigned to the class with the highest total output.
Frequency weighted and probabilistic n-tuple classi ers
Instead of just setting a bit to 1 when an address occurs during training, an alternative is to count the number of times an address occurs. In the frequency weighted n-tuple 17], these counts may then be used during recognition exactly as the single bit outputs were used for Algorithm for training standard n-tuple classi er
Step 1 Note that it is usual to normalise the counts such that the maximum possible output is the same for each class. Some experiments were made with frequency weighted n-tuples, but in the experiments performed for this paper they never performed as well as the probabilistic n-tuples (either in the string or image domains), and they lack the simplicity and elegance of the binary n-tuple systems.
Alternatively, we can apply a normalisation to render a probabilistic interpretation. In addition to n cj b] recording a count of the number of times each address is accessed during training, we also keep a count N cj of the total number of times each memory was accessed.
Hence, we can estimate the probability of address b j calculated from mapping j being accessed by some pattern x of class c as shown in Equation 6, where we use M cj to denote the jth model for class c.
Standard n-tuple recognition algorithm Classi es image x in input array into class c 2 C
Step 1: Initialise Recognition Vector r is a jCj-dimensional vector of real numbers
For each class c 2 C Set r c = 0:0
Step 2: Look up memory contents of each n-tuple in each class Step 3: Classi cation Assign x to class c where r c r d 8d 6 = c Table 2 : Algorithm for performing pattern classi cation with the standard n-tuple classi er
The overall probability of pattern x given class model M c may be calculated as shown
in Equation 7, if we assume the n-tuples to be statistically independent.
Note that unlike the standard n-tuple classi er, we are now using multiplication instead of addition to combine the outputs of all the n-tuple memories for a given class. Using Bayes rule it is of course possible to calculate P(M c jx) as shown in Equation 8 .
This formulation is equivalent to that presented in 18], but de nes the same decision boundaries as applying Equation 7 directly under the assumption of equal a priori class probabilities, since the normalising denominator (p(b j )) is common to all classes.
Note that as pointed out by Rohwer 19] , the assumption of statistical independence between n-tuples is unrealistic, since the successful operation of each n-tuple relies on correlations between its sample points. Note that if there were no correlation between sample points within an n-tuple, then we could design an optimal system by covering the input space by a set of 1-tuples. It is unrealistic to expect points within each n-tuple be correlated while points between each n-tuple be uncorrelated. However, there exists as yet no superior alternative to the assumption of statistical independence between the n-tuples, and this method seems to work well in practice. 4 The scanning n-tuple
The di erence between the standard n-tuple and the scanning n-tuple (sn-tuple) is that whereas each n-tuple samples a set of xed points in the input space, each sn-tuple de nes a set of relative o sets between its input points. Each sn-tuple is then scanned over the entire input space. The input space is now a variable length string y of length jjyjj rather than a xed-length array.
We rede ne sn-tuple address computation as follows for o set o relative to the start of the string as shown in Equation 9 .
and, as before, the probability that this address is accessed by a pattern from class c:
From this we calculate the probability of the whole string given sn-tuple model M cj :
P(yjM cj ) = jjyjj?max(a jk 8k2f1;:::;ng)
Then the probability of a string y based on the sn-tuple method is given in Equation 12 .
Note that this is very similar to the equation for the probability of a sequence given the statistical n-gram language models used in speech recognition 1].
Subsequent pattern classi cation proceeds according to Bayes Theorem. If the prior class probabilities are assumed equal, which we do here, then the maximum likelihood decision is to assign the pattern to the class for which P(yjM c ) is a maximum.
The algorithms for performing training and recognition with scanning n-tuples are given
in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. To avoid oating point under ow, and for e ciency, the recognition computations are done in terms of log probabilities. For each integer memory n cj of address size n there exists a oating point memory l cj of the same address size, the contents of which are computed as shown in Table 3 , step 3. Note that an experimentally determined value is added to each address count n cj b]. This is important to prevent any address from having an estimated zero probability of occurrence. An value of 0.1 has been found to give good results. Note that if this value is too small then the probabilistic n-tuple system approaches the behaviour of a binary n-tuple system, since the magnitude of the log of an address that never occurred will be very much greater than the magnitude of the range of log values for addresses that did occur, which essentially partitions the contents of the log memory into two distinct classes,`occurred' and`not occurred'.
In fact, it is of course possible to apply the standard binary-output n-tuple in a scanning fashion, and similarly to apply the probabilistically interpreted n-tuple in a non-scanning manner and the e ects of doing so are described in the Results Section below.
Algorithm for training scanning n-tuple classi er
Step Step 3: Classi cation Assign y to class c where r c r d 8d 6 = c The procedure rst detects all the edge transitions in the images, assigning four possible codes according to whether the transition is in a direction from top to bottom, or left to right, and whether it is going from white to black or black to white as shown in Figure 1 (c).
These edges are then followed in speci c directions, and connected up into strings by a simple nite state machine. The starting point for each chain-code is found by scanning the image from top to bottom, left to right.
Most images consist of more than one chain code, but the sn-tuples are applied here to model just one string per pattern. We map a set of strings for a given image to a single string by removing the positional information (i.e. the X and Y start co-ordinates), and then concatenating the strings together. 
Problems with Chain Coding and Possible Solutions
In fact, minor variations in the bitmap can cause rather dramatic changes in the chain-code, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Here we see the omission of a single pixel changing two codes into one, and actually completely altering the symbol set of the coding of the interior edge.
The sort of arbitrary sensitivity shown in Figure 1 is enough to put one o applying this strategy further, but Vidal et al. 20] showed that grammatical inference (language learning) techniques such as the Error Correcting Grammatical Inference algorithm (ECGI) were able to cope with such variations to a reasonable degree, and in a follow-up paper 21] the ECGI was shown to outperform the other techniques under test.
While the concatenation operation destroys important information regarding the relative o sets of each chain-code, the information loss is less drastic than might be expected. One can investigate this e ect by reconstructing images from the chain codes. Interestingly, the observation is that most of the reconstructed characters are very similar to the originals.
Although the procedure of concatenating the separate codes together was originally intended as a simple interim measure, and can probably be improved upon, the fact remains that this method actually leads to very good results as it stands. Nonetheless, it should be possible to produce a superior system by having a multi-string per pattern model, where the relative positions of each string are taken into account. This then introduces problems during training, however, since a decision has to be made regarding which string should update which model. The solution to this may lie within the sort of self-organising methods used in training HMMs and Kohonen networks, but this would inevitably reduce the training speed, which is one of the most desirable aspects of the system. During recognition an optimal correspondence also has to be decided, which again would reduce the recognition speed. Hence, pursuing this multi-string per pattern idea would probably lead to superior recognition performance at the cost of reduced training and recognition speed.
The chain code representation used here may also be criticised for not possessing rotational invariance characteristics. However, the degree to which rotational invariance is a necessary or desirable property in OCR systems is arguable, and total invariance to rotation is certainly undesirable, since this would lead to confusion between 6's and 9's for example.
The easiest way to build the required degree of invariance into the sn-tuple OCR method Table 5 : Rewrite rules for mapping 4-direction to 8-direction chain-codes.
Mapping 4-direction to 8-direction Strings
The results quoted in Section 6 show a clear advantage in using 8-direction rather than 4-direction chain codes, in increased recognition accuracy, increased speed and reduced memory requirements. The following system was used to map each 4-direction string y 4 to an 8-direction string y 8 : y 8 (i) = f(y 4 (i 2 ? 1); y 4 (i 2)) 8 (i 2) jjy 4 jj (13) where the function f : 4 4 ! 8 is de ned for the entries in Table 5 and unde ned elsewhere. It is apparent from Equation 13 that the 8-directional string y 8 is half the length of the original string y 4 . Thus, using strings over 8 not only results in more accurate recognition, as shown below, but it is also is twice as fast (the cost of transforming the string y 4 ! y 8 is negligible).
Results
Experimental results are reported for two widely used databases of handwritten digits, Essex and CEDAR. The Essex set has about 3,900 characters in the training set and 1,800 characters in the test set, while the CEDAR set has nearly 19,000 in the training set and approximately 2,300 in the test set.
Two experimental methodologies were employed. The rst one involves training each classi er on a pre-de ned set of training data, then reporting the classi cation accuracy on a disjoint pre-de ned set of test data. This method allows us to make direct comparisons with other pattern recognition techniques reported in the literature applied to the exact same data. The second methodology is to perform a number of experiments, where for each experiment a random sample of data is drawn from the complete set of data for training, then testing proceeds on all the data not used for training. This allows us to make stronger statements regarding the con dence with which we may say that one approach achieves superior performance to another. Also, when we adopt this latter approach, we can vary the proportion of data used for training and testing. This random sampling approach was applied only to the CEDAR set, since this is by far the larger set. The set to be randomly sampled was constructed by taking the rst 1000 characters from each of the 10 classes in the training set, making an overall set of 10,000 characters. Then, samples of size 100 to 900 characters per class (in steps of 100) were used to train the system, with the remaining characters used for testing in each case.
For input to the sn-tuple each image is preprocessed to a chain-code. The standard n-tuple classi er is applied directly in the image domain after normalising each character to be the same size and in the same position on each bitmap (this achieves a signi cant improvement over the unnormalised case). Table 6 : Recognition rates (in percent) on the Essex and CEDAR test data. All methods scored very close to 100% on both training sets. Table 7 shows the memory requirements of the three systems under test. The memory requirements of sn-tuple-4 make it impractical to run on most PCs for example. Note the signi cant reduction in memory required by sn-tuple-8 compared to sn-tuple-4. It is possible to trade accuracy for memory to some extent. For example, using the sn-tuple-8 structure with four 4-tuples rather than four 5-tuples reduces the memory requirement by a factor of eight to just 64Kb per class, while only producing a small reduction in accuracy to 96.4% on the CEDAR set. Table 7 : A comparison of the memory required to implement the standard frequency weighted n-tuple versions sn-tuple-4 and sn-tuple-8. is the number of symbols in the input Lexicon. bits indicates the number of bits needed per address. The memory used is per class { so sn-tuple-4 requires twenty megabytes for a ten class problem, whereas sntuple-8 requires just over ve megabytes. The gures in brackets for the n-tuple system are for the unpacked representation of the binary n-tuple system, which occupies more memory but runs faster in most software implementations.
Results on Fixed Datasets

METHOD
Results on randomly generated subsets
The performance of many di erent sn-tuple and n-tuple systems has been evaluated using the random sampling methodology, explained above. This methodology was used to investigate three aspects of system performance. First, it was used to determine how the test set recognition accuracy varies with respect to n and the o set gap for the sn-tuple. These results
can then be applied to optimise the sn-tuple recognition system by selecting a combination of high-performing n/gap pairs. Second, it was used to plot the test set recognition accuracy versus the size of the training set, and nally it was used to compare the e ects of using binary and probabilistic n-tuples in xed and scanning modes. 
Recognition accuracy versus n and o set gap
The test-set recognition accuracy has been measured for various values of n ranging from 1 to 6, and for a number of di erent gaps between each relative o set, ranging also from 1 to 6. These results are summarised in Train-prob-scan Test-prob-scan Train-bin-fixed Test-bin-fixed note that the training set performance has only shown a very slight deterioration at this point. This indicates that the sn-tuple system has the capacity to improve further given more training data.
6.2.3 Binary and probabilistic n-tuples in the string and image domains Table 9 compares performance of the binary n-tuple and the probabilistic n-tuple and also the xed bitmap versus the chain-coded (over 8 can be calculated simply by shifting the old address left by log 2 ( ) bits, masking out the now redundant bits from the now discarded input position, and adding in the value at the new input position. Hence, after the rst address is calculated, which involves 5 iterations around a loop, subsequent address calculations do not require any iterations. These factors can lead to slightly faster operation of the sn-tuple system than the n-tuple system, but it depends on the size of the input array. For example, on the Essex data set where the input arrays are 42 50 pixels, best performance is achieved with 262 8-input n-tuples, and the sn-tuple system is signi cantly faster than the n-tuple system in this case. Note also that if greater speed is still required, then the sn-tuple system using a single 5-tuple with inputs spaced 4 places apart is still signi cantly more accurate than the standard n-tuple system and is also considerably faster.
The n-tuple and sn-tuple systems train at a rate of about 2000 characters per second on a Sun ELC rated at 22Mips, not including time to load the patterns into RAM from disk, and not including pre-processing time. Recognition time for each type of system is between about one fth and one tenth of this rate for this ten class problem, but gets slower with respect to the number of classes, under the current implementation. It is possible to improve on this speed degradation, by just storing for each address the log probabilities for the classes that it has most information on, and for some addresses just setting a ag to indicate that the address has nothing useful to say about any of the classes. These considerations are not very important for digit recognition but could lead to signi cant speed improvements for more general OCR applications where there may well be over one hundred classes.
Conclusions
The two goals of this paper were to introduce a new method of language modelling, and to report its application to OCR. While n-gram language modelling methods are well established, the subtle di erence of using non-consecutive o sets which leads to the sn-tuple model, and also allows us to have more than one sn-tuple model per class, has been shown to lead to signi cant improvements over the standard n-gram approach (see Table 8 ).
Regarding OCR, n-tuple recognition methods have long been established as being extremely fast and robust, while o ering good performance. This paper clearly demonstrates that by applying such methods in the domain of chain-coded images rather than directly to the bitmaps, it is possible to get signi cantly higher accuracy without loss of speed.
A general conclusion is that the processing of binary images in the string domain seems to be a sensible idea, since a simple chain code contains all the information in the original bitmap, but in a form that represents only the parts of the image containing information.
Future work will be to investigate processing of chain-coded images where we retain the original codes (i.e. do not remove positional information and do not concatenate all separate codes into a single code), and to process chain-codes where there may be more than one character per code, as in cursive script or accidentally joined characters.
Finally, it is worth emphasising that the performance of 200 characters recognised per second on a standard workstation advances the state of the art for this level of recognition accuracy, and that the training speed of 2000 characters per second is phenomenally fast for pattern recognition systems implemented in software.
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